Enter The Keep on September 11 in the US and on September 18 in Europe.
September 5, 2014 – Cinemax is proud to announce that The Keep, an old-school first
person dungeon crawler with real-time combat exclusive for Nintendo 3DS™ handheld
system is set to be released for $12.99 in the US on September 11 and for € 9.99 in Europe
on September 18.
Watch the release trailer NOW: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E0EL8sr2Dds
In The Keep you will embark on a quest to explore caves and dungeons filled with
monsters to slain, traps to avoid, puzzles to solve, and treasures to find underneath and
surrounding the tower of evil sorcerer Watrys.
The Keep stands on the heritage of dungeon crawlers with one foot, with the other one in
modern times with features like a control scheme combining a touch screen and buttons
(even for left-handed players), a combat system designed for the Nintendo 3DS stylus,
three difficulty levels with perma-death option and a save anywhere feature.
The Keep offers an easy to dive in gameplay experience with enough depth to ask for
more. Every enemy requires different tactics during combat, every weapon class offers
unique combos and by rearranging and combining runes that you have to find in the first
place you can cast powerful spells.
For Cinemax The Keep is a love letter to the genre, the team have said once that they will
never ever make an RPG game. For more than 2 years they been doing their best to prove
they were wrong.
Game features:
- An old-school first-person dungeon crawler with a modern twist
- Vast underground dungeons filled with traps, monsters, puzzles and treasures
- Three difficulty levels plus a perma-death option
- A save anywhere option
- A combat system and rune magic designed for the stylus
- Captivating soundtrack and stereoscopic 3D graphics
- English voiceovers with localized in-game text to six languages - US (English, Canadian
French, Mexican Spanish, Brazilian Portuguese), EU (English, German, French, Spanish,
Italian)
Review codes are available. If you'd like to review The Keep, contact Lukas Macura at
macura@cinemax.cz.
All media assets are available here: http://thekeep-game.com/presskit
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Price: $12.99 (US), € 9.99 (EU)
About Cinemax
Cinemax is a leading independent studio located in beautiful Zbraslav (part of Prague) with
track record of more than 40 titles published across various platforms including Nintendo
DSiWare™, Nintendo eShop, Steam and iOS. Cinemax believes in an enhancing gameplay
experience with an old-school feeling.
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